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YAR\ FORVIATIO\ - I

pime :3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PAKI' --.= A

(Vaximum marks : 10)

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. State the objectives of ginning.

2. Name the different contaminants in cotton fibre.

3. State the objectives of Carding.

l. List the different types of waste in Carding.

5. Mention the relationship between actual draft and mechanical draft in card. (5 x 2 = 10)

PART - B

Q4aximum marks : 30)

il Answer arry five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain the objects of Mixing.

2. List the types of gins and'their suitability for different cottons.

3. Sketch and explain the working of Krischner's beater.

4. Explain the function of two-way distributers and magnetic trap.

5. Write short note on types of fibre hooks in card sliver.

6. Write short note on auto levellers in carding.

7. Calculate the production of a carding machine in kilograms fbr a shift of
8 hours with following particulars.

Dotfcr dia = 27 inchcs l.ap hank = 0.0013

Doffer speed = 18 Rpm irfficiency : 80o/o.

Waste : 6Yo Vechanical draft : 94 (5 x 6 :30)
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Marks

PAK| - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fulI question fiom each unit. Each fuli question carries 15 marks.)

Uxrr - I

III (a) I-xplain the working of Mixing bale opener with neat sketch.

(b) \\tite short note on hand stock blending'

On

Explain the salient features and working of Auto Mixer with neat sketch. 12

Write short note on Massive blending. 3

Uxrr - II

Explain the working of ERVI cleaner with neat sketch. 12

Calculate the production of a Scutcher in Kg/shift of 8 hours with following
particulars.

Bottom calendar roller speed = 10 Rpm

Diameter of Bottom calendar roller = 7 inch. 3

On

VI (a) Describe the working of Mono Cylinder *iTh neat sketch'

(b) List the merits of chute feed system.

Ur*lr - III

VII (a) Explain the passage of material through revolving flat card with neat sketch. 12

(b) Write short note on Heal and Toe arrangement. 3

On

(a) List any four defects in Carding and state their causes and remedies.

(b) State the functions of Percentage plate and Trumpet of Carding Machine'

Urn - IV

(a) Explain the salient features of Card analyser with neat sketch.

(b) List any three features of LC 361 high production Card'

On

(a) Explain the working of Indiarol with neat sketch.

(b) Calculate the actuai draft of a carding machine from following particulars.

talz

a

IV (a)

(b)

v (a)

(b)

Ilfficiency = 90o/o

Lap Hank = 0.0014
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VIII

12
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I)raft constant : 1950

Waste pcrcentage = 5o/o.

f)raft changc whcel = 22
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